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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMAFISH</td>
<td>Employment in fish harvesting, fish hatcheries and preserves, and hunting, trapping, and game propagation—nonagricultural wage and salary industries (SIC 09), in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAGRI</td>
<td>Employment in agricultural production and services (SIC 01, 02, 07), in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAUN</td>
<td>Unclassified and forestry employment, in thousands</td>
<td>EMAUN-EMA9-EMAFISH-EMAGRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA9</td>
<td>Employment in agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and unclassified establishments (SIC 99), in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMCN</td>
<td>Employment in communications (SIC 48), in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMCN</td>
<td>Employment in construction, total, in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMCNG</td>
<td>Employment in construction—general building contractors (SIC 15), in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMCNH</td>
<td>Employment in construction—heavy construction contractors (SIC 16), in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMCH1</td>
<td>Employment in heavy construction trades excluding taps construction employment, in thousands</td>
<td>ESMCH1-ESMCHN-ESMCNTAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMCNS</td>
<td>Employment in construction—special trades (SIC 17), in thousands</td>
<td>AK Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMCNTAP</td>
<td>Alyeska Pipeline Construction Employment, in thousands</td>
<td>ISER Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMCN</td>
<td>Employment in construction—endogenous (employment not directly associated with pipeline construction or other exogenous construction), in thousands</td>
<td>ESMCN1-ESMCN-ESMCNX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDR</td>
<td>Employment in Retail Trade, Total, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDRN T</td>
<td>Employment in Retail Trade Excluding Employment in Tourism, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EMDRT = EMDR - EMDTOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDTOUR</td>
<td>Tourist-related Employment in Trade, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EMDTOUR = .4 * EMDTOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDW</td>
<td>Employment in Wholesale Trade, Total, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMD9</td>
<td>Employment in Wholesale and Retail Trade, Total, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMFI</td>
<td>Employment in Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMFISH</td>
<td>Employment in Fish Harvesting, Total, in Thousands</td>
<td>Sources: For 1969-76, G. Rogers, Measuring the Socioeconomic Impacts of Alaska's Fisheries; For 1977 on, AK. Dept. of Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGA</td>
<td>Employment in State and Local Government, Total, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EMGA = EMGS + EMGL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGC</td>
<td>Employment in Federal Civilian Government, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGF</td>
<td>Employment in Federal Government, Total (Civilian and Military), in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EMGF = EMGC + EMGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGL</td>
<td>Employment in Local Government, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGM</td>
<td>Employment in the Military (Active Duty), in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGS</td>
<td>Employment in State Government, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMMF</td>
<td>Employment in Food Manufacturing (SIC 20), in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMML</td>
<td>Employment in Lumber and Wood Manufacturing (SIC 24), in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMMO - EMPLOYMENT IN MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING (TOTAL MANUFACTURING EXCLUDING SIC 20, 24 AND 26), IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

EMMP - EMPLOYMENT IN PULP MANUFACTURING (SIC 26), IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

EMMX2 - EMPLOYMENT IN MANUFACTURING--EXOCENOUS, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: EMMX2=EMM9-EMMO

EMM9 - EMPLOYMENT IN MANUFACTURING, TOTAL, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

EMPRO - EMPLOYMENT AS PROPRIETORS (BEA), IN THOUSANDS (NOTE: PRE-1969 DATA NOT COMPARABLE)
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, EMPLOYMENT DATA

EMPROFIS - EMPLOYMENT AS PROPRIETORS IN FISH HARVESTING, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: EMPROFIS=EMFISH-EMAFISH

EMPRO1 - EMPLOYMENT AS PROPRIETORS EXCLUDING EMPLOYMENT AS PROPRIETORS IN FISH HARVESTING, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: EMPRO1=EMPRO-EMPROFIS

EMPU - EMPLOYMENT IN PUBLIC UTILITIES (SIC 49), IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

EMP9 - EMPLOYMENT IN MINING (INCLUDING PETROLEUM), TOTAL, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

EMS - EMPLOYMENT IN BUSINESS SERVICES (SIC 73), IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

EMSTOUR - TOURIST RELATED EMPLOYMENT IN SERVICES, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: EMSTOUR=.4*EMTOUR

EMS7 - SERVICES EMPLOYMENT NET OF TOURISM AND BUSINESS SERVICES, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: EMS7=EMS9-EMSTOUR-EMS

EMS9 - EMPLOYMENT IN SERVICES, TOTAL, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

EMTCU - EMPLOYMENT IN TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION, AND PUBLIC UTILITIES, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: EMTCU=EM9+EMCM+EMPU
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMTNT</td>
<td>Employment in Transportation Excluding Tourism and Exogenous Employment, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EMTNT = EMT9 - EMT9X - EMTOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMTOUR</td>
<td>Employment in Tourism, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: Constructed from Tourist Visitor Information from AK. Dept. of Commerce, Division of Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMTTOUR</td>
<td>Tourist-Related Employment in Transportation, in Thousands.</td>
<td>Source: EMTTOUR = 0.2 × EMTOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMT9</td>
<td>Employment in Transportation, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMT9X</td>
<td>Employment in Exogenous Transportation (Trans-Alaska Pipeline System—Alyeska), in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: Estimated from Public Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMT91</td>
<td>Employment in Transportation, Endogenous, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EMT91 = EMT9 - EMT9X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMX</td>
<td>Employment in Exogenous Construction and Mining, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EMX = EMCNX + EMP9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM9BASE</td>
<td>Employment in the Basic Sector, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EM9BASE = EMCNX + EM9 - EMN0 + EMP9 + EMTOUR + EMGF + EMA9 + EMPFIS + EMT9X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM9GOV</td>
<td>Employment in Government, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EM9GOV = EMGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM9INFR</td>
<td>Employment in the Infrastructure Sector, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EM9INFR = EMTCU - EMT9X - EMTTOUR + EMN1 + EMSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM9SUPRT</td>
<td>Employment in the Support Sectors, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EM9SUPRT = EMD9 + EMFI + EMS9 - EMTTOUR - EMSTOUR - EMSB + EMNO + EMPRO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM96</td>
<td>Employment—Civilian, Total, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EM96 = EM99 - EMCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM97</td>
<td>Employment in Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Industries—Total, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM98</td>
<td>Employment in Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Industries Plus Active Duty Military, in Thousands</td>
<td>Source: EM98 = EM97 + EMCM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EM99 - EMPLOYMENT, TOTAL, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: EM99=EM98+EMPRO

EM99.BEA - EMPLOYMENT, TOTAL, IN THOUSANDS (INCLUDES MILITARY RESERVISTS, PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS, AND MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATION EMPLOYEES AND THUS EXCEEDS EM99) (ALSO, PRE-1969 DATA NOT COMPARABLE)
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, EMPLOYMENT DATA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRA9</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN MISCELLANEOUS SECTOR (SIC 99), IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRA9 = \frac{WSA9}{EWA9} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCM</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN COMMUNICATIONS (SIC 48), IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRCM = \frac{WSCM}{EMCM} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCN</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN CONSTRUCTION, TOTAL, IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRCN = \frac{WSCN}{EMCN} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCNG</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN CONSTRUCTION--GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS (SIC 15), IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRCNG = \frac{WSCNG}{EMCNG} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCNH</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN CONSTRUCTION--HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS (SIC 16), IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRCNH = \frac{WSCNH}{EMCNH} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCNFP</td>
<td>REGULAR CONSTRUCTION WAGE (NET OF ENCLAVE AND PIPELINE EMPLOYMENT), IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRCNFP = \frac{WSCNFP}{(EMCN1 + EMCNX2)} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCNTAP</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN ALYESKA PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION, IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>CONSTRUCTED FROM AK. DEPT. OF LABOR WAGE AND SALARY DATA BASED ON NONHIGHWAY HEAVY CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCNS</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN CONSTRUCTION--SPECIAL TRADES (SIC 17), IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRCNS = \frac{WSCNS}{EMCNS} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRDR</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN RETAIL TRADE, TOTAL, IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRDR = \frac{WSDR}{EMDR} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRDW</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN WHOLESALE TRADE, TOTAL, IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRDW = \frac{WSDW}{EMDW} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRD9</td>
<td>AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE, TOTAL, IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>$WRD9 = \frac{WSD9}{EMD9} \times 1000$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WRFI - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRFI=WIFI/EMFI*1000

WRGA - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRGA=WSGA/EMGA*1000

WRGC - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN FEDERAL CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRGC=WSGC/EMGC*1000

WRGL - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRGL=WGLI/EMGL*1000

WRGM - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE OF MILITARY (ACTIVE DUTY), IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRGM=WSGM/EMGM*1000

WRGS - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN STATE GOVERNMENT, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRGS=WSGS/EMGS*1000

WRM9 - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN MANUFACTURING, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRM9=WSM9/EMM9*1000

WRPU - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN PUBLIC UTILITIES, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRPU=WSPU/EMPU*1000

WRP9 - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN MINING, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRP9=WSP9/EMP9*1000

WRSB - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRSB=WSSB/EMS9*1000

WRSNB - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN SERVICES EXCLUDING BUSINESS SERVICES, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRSNB=(WSS9-WSSB)/(EMS9-EMS9)*1000

WRS9 - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN SERVICES, TOTAL, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRS9=WSS9/EMS9*1000

WRT9 - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN TRANSPORTATION, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WRT9=WST9/EMT9*1000
WR97 - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE FOR NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY INDUSTRIES, TOTAL, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WR97 = WS97/EM97 * 1000

WR98 - AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE FOR NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY INDUSTRIES, PLUS MILITARY, IN CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WR98 = MS98/EM98 * 1000
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R.WRA9</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHERIES, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRA9=WRA9*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRCH</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN CONSTRUCTION, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRCH=WRCH*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRCNH</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN HEAVY CONSTRUCTION, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRCNH=WRCHN*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRCNG</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRCNG=WRCHNG*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRCNNP</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN REGULAR CONSTRUCTION (NET OF ENCLAVE AND PIPELINE EMPLOYMENT), IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRCNNP=WRCHNNP*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRCNTP</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRCNTP=WRCHNTP*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRCNS</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN SPECIAL TRADES CONSTRUCTION, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRCNS=WRCHNS*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRDR</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN RETAIL TRADE, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRDR=WRDR*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRDW</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN WHOLESALE TRADE, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRDW=WRDW*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRD9</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRD9=WRD9*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.WRFI</td>
<td>REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS</td>
<td>R.WRFI=WRFI*100/PDRPI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
R.WRGA  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRGA=WRGA*100/PDRPI

R.WRCC  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN FEDERAL CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRCC=WRCC*100/PDRPI

R.WRGL  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRGL=WRGL*100/PDRPI

R.WRGM  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN MILITARY, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRGM=WRGM*100/PDRPI

R.WRGS  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN STATE GOVERNMENT, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRGS=WRGS*100/PDRPI

R.WRM9  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN MANUFACTURING, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRM9=WRM9*100/PDRPI

R.WRPU  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN PUBLIC UTILITIES, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRPU=WRPU*100/PDRPI

R.WRP9  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN MINING, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRP9=WRP9*100/PDRPI

R.WRSB  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN BUSINESS SERVICES, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRSB=WRSB*100/PDRPI

R.WRSNB - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN NONBUSINESS SERVICES, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRSNB=WRSNB*100/PDRPI

R.WRS9  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN SERVICES, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRS9=WR9*100/PDRPI

R.WRT9  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN TRANSPORTATION, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WRT9=WRT9*100/PDRPI

R.WR97  - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WR97=WR97*100/PDRPI
R.WR98 - REAL AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGE RATE IN NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT PLUS MILITARY, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.WR98=WR98*100/PDRPI
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSA9</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, FISHERIES, AND UNCLASSIFIED ESTABLISHMENTS (SIC 99), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCM</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN COMMUNICATIONS (SIC 48), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCN</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN CONSTRUCTION, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCNG</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN CONSTRUCTION--GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS (SIC 15), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCNH</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN CONSTRUCTION--HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS (SIC 16), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCNNP</td>
<td>REGULAR CONSTRUCTION WAGES AND SALARIES (TOTAL NET OF PIPELINE AND OTHER ENCLAVE EMPLOYMENT), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>WSCNNP=WSCN=WSCNTAP=WSCNX1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCNTAP</td>
<td>ALYESKA CONSTRUCTION WAGES AND SALARIES, MILLIONS OF DOLLARS</td>
<td>WSCNTAP=EMCNTAP*WRCNTAP/1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCNS</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN CONSTRUCTION--SPECIAL TRADES (SIC 17), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSDR</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN RETAIL TRADE, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSDW</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN WHOLESALE TRADE, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSD9</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSFI</td>
<td>WAGES AND SALARIES IN FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WSGA - WAGES AND SALARIES IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: WSGA=WSGS+WSGL

WSGC - WAGES AND SALARIES IN FEDERAL CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSGL - WAGES AND SALARIES IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSGM - WAGES AND SALARIES OF MILITARY PERSONNEL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (NOTE: DATA PRIOR TO 1977 MAY NOT BE CONSISTENT WITH MORE RECENT YEARS DUE TO CHANGE IN COLLECTION METHODOLOGY)
   SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA

WSGS - WAGES AND SALARIES IN STATE GOVERNMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSGSFY - WAGES AND SALARIES IN STATE GOVERNMENT ON FISCAL YEAR BASIS (INCLUDES EMPLOYEES NOT COVERED BY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE BEGINNING JANUARY 1964. THUS, FIGURES BEFORE 1964 ARE NOT CONSISTENT WITH THOSE FROM 1964 ON.), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSM9 - WAGES AND SALARIES IN MANUFACTURING, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSPU - WAGES AND SALARIES IN PUBLIC UTILITIES (SIC 49), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSP9 - WAGES AND SALARIES IN MINING (INCLUDING PETROLEUM), TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSSB - WAGES AND SALARIES IN BUSINESS SERVICES (SIC 73), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WSSNB - WAGES AND SALARIES IN NONBUSINESS SERVICES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: WSSNB=WSS9−WSSB
WSS9 - WAGES AND SALARIES IN SERVICES, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WST9 - WAGES AND SALARIES IN TRANSPORTATION, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WS97 - WAGES AND SALARIES IN NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY INDUSTRIES, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY

WS98 - WAGES AND SALARIES IN NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY INDUSTRIES PLUS MILITARY (ACTIVE DUTY), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: WS98 = WS97 + WSCM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.PI..BE</td>
<td>PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME, IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.PIUS</td>
<td>PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME IN THE U.S., IN CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>ALASKA PERSONAL INCOME BASED ON WAGES AND SALARIES FROM AK. DEPT. OF LABOR, STATISTICAL QUARTERLY, PLUS OTHER LABOR INCOME, PROPRIETORS INCOME, DIVIDENDS, ETC., AND TRANSFERS MINUS CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIAL SECURITY (FROM BEA), EXCLUDING ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT PAYMENTS TO INDIVIDUALS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>PI=PI8-PIRADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI..BEA</td>
<td>PERSONAL INCOME, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI.WAGE</td>
<td>PERSONAL INCOME—NET LABOR AND PROPRIETORS' INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF PERSONAL INCOME.</td>
<td>PI.WAGE=PINERADJ/PI..BEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3</td>
<td>PERSONAL INCOME EXCLUDING TAPS CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYEE PERSONAL INCOME (EMCNTAP), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>PI3=PI-PI/WS98<em>WRCNTAP</em>EMCNTAP/1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI8</td>
<td>PERSONAL INCOME BEFORE RESIDENCE ADJUSTMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>PI8=WS97+WSGM+PIOLI+PIPRO+PIDIR+PITRAN-PISSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIDIR</td>
<td>PERSONAL INCOME: DIVIDENDS, INTEREST, AND RENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINE</td>
<td>PERSONAL INCOME: NET LABOR AND PROPRIETORS' INCOME BY PLACE OF WORK (TOTAL EARNINGS LESS CONTRIBUTIONS FOR SI), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINERADJ</td>
<td>PERSONAL INCOME: NET LABOR AND PROPRIETORS' INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE (TOTAL EARNINGS), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
<td>U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PIOL1 - PERSONAL INCOME: OTHER LABOR INCOME BY PLACE OF WORK, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA

PIPRO - PERSONAL INCOME: PROPRIETORS' INCOME BY PLACE OF WORK, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA

PIPRO1 - PERSONAL INCOME: PROPRIETORS' INCOME NET OF FISHERIES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: PIPRO1=PIPRO-PIPROF

PIPROF - PERSONAL INCOME: FISHERIES COMPONENT OF PROPRIETORS' INCOME, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, INTERMEDIATE TABLE OF INCOME COMPONENTS

PIRADJ - PERSONAL INCOME: RESIDENCE ADJUSTMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA

PISSC - PERSONAL INCOME: PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR SOCIAL INSURANCE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA

PITE - PERSONAL INCOME: LABOR AND PROPRIETORS' INCOME BY PLACE OF WORK--TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA

PITRAN - PERSONAL INCOME: TRANSFER PAYMENTS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA

PIWS - PERSONAL INCOME: WAGE AND SALARY DISBURSEMENTS BY PLACE OF WORK, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, PERSONAL INCOME DATA, AUG. 1983

PR.PI - REAL PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: PR.PI=PI*10**5/PDRPI/POP

PR.PI3 - REAL PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME EXCLUDING TAPS EMPLOYEE PERSONAL INCOME, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: PR.PI3=PI3*100/PDRPI*1000/(POP-EMGNTAP)
WS98 - WAGES AND SALARIES IN NONAGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY INDUSTRIES PLUS MILITARY (ACTIVE DUTY), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS

SOURCE: WS98=WS97+WSGM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Disposable Personal Income, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>DPI=DPI8-PIRADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI..BEA</td>
<td>Disposable Personal Income, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Disposable Personal Income Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI8</td>
<td>Disposable Personal Income before residence adjustment, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: DPI8=PI8-DPIRES-RTPIF-RTISCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIC</td>
<td>Disposable Personal Income--Civilian, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: DPIC=DPI-(WSGM-(WSGM/WS98)*(DPIRES+RTPIF))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIRES</td>
<td>Local and not assignable portion of personal taxes netted out of personal income in calculation of disposable personal income, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Disposable Personal Income Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INX.DI</td>
<td>Ratio of real disposable per capita income in Alaska to that of U.S.</td>
<td>Source: INX.DI=PR.DPI/PR.DPIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.DPI.B</td>
<td>Per Capita Disposable Personal Income, in current dollars</td>
<td>Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Disposable Personal Income Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.DPIUS</td>
<td>Per Capita Disposable Personal Income in the U.S., in current dollars</td>
<td>Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Disposable Personal Income Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Alaska Personal Income based on wages and salaries from AK. Dept. of Labor, Statistical Quarterly, plus other labor income, proprietors income, dividends, etc., and transfers minus contributions to Social Security (from BEA), excluding Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act payments to individuals, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: PI=PI8-PIRADJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR.DPI</td>
<td>Real Per Capita Alaskan Disposable Income, in 1967 U.S. dollars</td>
<td>Source: PR.DPI=DPI*10**5/PDRPI/POP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PR.DPIUS  -  REAL PER CAPITA U.S. DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME, IN 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: PR.DPIUS=P.DPIUS*100/PDUSCPI

R.DPI  -  REAL DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME, IN MILLIONS OF 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.DPI=DPI*100/PDRPI

R.DPI8  -  REAL DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME BEFORE RESIDENCE ADJUSTMENT, IN MILLIONS OF 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.DPI8=DPI8*100/PDRPI

R.DPI8N  -  REAL DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME BEFORE RESIDENCE ADJUSTMENT EXCLUDING PERSONAL INCOME FROM TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION, IN MILLIONS OF 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.DPI8N=R.DPI8-R.DPI8X

R.DPI8X  -  REAL DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME BEFORE RESIDENCE ADJUSTMENT ASSOCIATED WITH TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION (EMCNTAP), IN MILLIONS OF 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.DPI8X=DPI8/PI8*WRCNTAP*EMCNTAP/10/PDRPI

R.DPIC  -  REAL DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME: CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES, IN MILLIONS OF 1967 U.S. DOLLARS
SOURCE: R.DPIC=DPIC*100/PDRPI

RTISCP  -  DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME: STATE AND NONTAX PAYMENTS NETTED OUT OF PERSONAL INCOME IN CALCULATION OF DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME DATA

RTPIF  -  DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME: FEDERAL INCOME TAXES PAID OUT OF ALASKA PERSONAL INCOME, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME DATA
**TABLE 9. NOTES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADMSD</td>
<td>Average daily membership in Alaska public schools, in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Education, Annual Report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMRES96</td>
<td>Civilian employment by place of residence, in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: EMRES96=LFD6-UNEMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFPRT</td>
<td>Labor force participation rate, including military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: LAFPRT=(LFD6+POP6)/PLFD9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFD6</td>
<td>Resident civilian labor force based on current population survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: LFD6=UNEMP*100/UAK.CPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Population: total, census definition as of July 1, in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPC</td>
<td>Population: civilian, total, in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: POPC=POP-POP6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPLAC</td>
<td>Population: total lagged one year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: POPLAC=POP(-1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPM</td>
<td>Population: military (active duty), in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources: For 1960-69, constructed by D. Seiver; for 1970 on, AK. Dept. of Labor data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPMCC</td>
<td>Population: civilian net migration in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: POPMCC=POPC-POPC(-1)-POPNI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPMIGAD</td>
<td>Population: active duty military net migration in thousands--average annual change in active duty military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: POPMIGAD=POPM-POPM(-1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPMIG9</td>
<td>POPMIG9 = POP-POP(-1)-POPNI9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPNI</td>
<td>Total natural increase, July 1 to June 30 for current year, in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEMP</td>
<td>Unemployed persons--total, in thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: AK. Dept. of Labor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNEMPC - UNEMPLOYED PERSONS COVERED BY UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF LABOR

UNEMRAT6 - RESIDENCE-BASED UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
SOURCE: UNEMRAT6 = UNEMP/LFD6 = UAK.CPS/100

UUS - UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS, U.S.
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
**TABLE 10. NOTES**

**PDANCP.A** - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR APPAREL AND UPKEEP, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100. (NOTE: THE 1960-68 VALUES ARE THOSE FOR OCTOBER.)  
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

**PDANCP.E** - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR ENTERTAINMENT, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100. (NOTE: THE 1960-68 VALUES ARE THOSE FOR OCTOBER. BEFORE 1978, THIS CATEGORY WAS ENTITLED "READING AND RECREATION").  
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

**PDANCP.F** - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100. (NOTE: THE 1960-68 VALUES ARE THOSE FOR OCTOBER. BEFORE 1978, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WERE INCLUDED IN "OTHER GOODS AND SERVICES," BUT FROM 1978 ON, THEY ARE INCLUDED IN THIS CATEGORY.)  
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

**PDANCP.H** - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR HOUSING, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100. (NOTE: THE 1960-68 VALUES ARE THOSE FOR OCTOBER. AFTER 1978, INCLUDES TV AND SOUND EQUIPMENT, FORMERLY FOUND IN HEALTH AND RECREATION.)  
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

**PDANCP.M** - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR MEDICAL CARE, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100. (NOTE: THE 1960-68 VALUES ARE THOSE FOR OCTOBER.)  
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

**PDANCP.O** - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR OTHER GOODS AND SERVICES, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100. (NOTE: THE 1967-68 VALUES ARE THOSE FOR OCTOBER. BEFORE 1978, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WERE INCLUDED IN THIS CATEGORY, BUT FROM 1978 ON, THEY ARE INCLUDED IN "FOOD AND BEVERAGES").  
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

**PDANCP.T** - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR TRANSPORTATION, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100. (NOTE: THE 1960-68 VALUE ARE THOSE FOR OCTOBER.)  
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
PDAN CPI - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE (VALUES STARTING IN 1978 ARE FROM INDEX ENTITLED "URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS"), 1967=100
SOURCES: FOR 1958 AND 1959, ESTIMATES BASED UPON U.S. CONSUMER PRICE INDEX; FOR 1960-68, CALCULATED FROM DATA FROM U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS; FOR 1969 ON, U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

PDAN CPI O - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, OCT. 1 VALUE (AVERAGE OF SEPT. AND NOV. VALUES), (VALUES STARTING IN 1978 ARE FROM THE NEW INDEX ENTITLED 'URBAN WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS'), 1967=100
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

PDAN CPI U - ANCHORAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE, 1967=100
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

PD CON - PRICE INDEX FOR CONSTRUCTION: 1972 U.S. EQUALS 100
SOURCE: ISER ALASKA GROSS STATE PRODUCT MODEL

PDEXOPS - PRICE DEFLATOR FOR STATE GOVERNMENT OPERATING EXPENDITURES (1967=142.0=ALASKA RELATIVE PRICE INDEX).
SOURCE: PDEXOPS=WGSFY(-1)/EXOPS(-1)*WRGA*100/5772+(EXOPS(-1)-WGSFY(-1))/EXOPS(-1)*PDRPI

SOURCE: PDRATIO=PDRPI/PDUS CPI

SOURCE: PDRPI=PDAN CPI*1.425

PDUS CPI - U.S. CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, ALL ITEMS (NOTE: FOR 1978 ON, THE DATA IS FOR WAGE EARNERS AND CLERICAL WORKERS. THIS IS THE ANNUAL AVERAGE, NOT THE OCTOBER VALUE.)
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

PDUS CPI U - U.S. CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, ALL ITEMS, ANNUAL AVERAGE, 1967 = 100
SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
TABLE 11. NOTES

BKASSET - TOTAL ASSETS OF BANKS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DIVISION OF BANKING, SECURITIES AND
CORPORATIONS

BKDD - DEMAND DEPOSITS AT BANKS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DIVISION OF BANKING, SECURITIES AND
CORPORATIONS

BKLD - LOANS AND DISCOUNTS OF BANKS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DIVISION OF BANKING, SECURITIES AND
CORPORATIONS

BKTD - SAVINGS AND TIME DEPOSITS AT BANKS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DIVISION OF BANKING, SECURITIES AND
CORPORATIONS

BK99 - TOTAL DEPOSITS OF BANKS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DIVISION OF BANKING, SECURITIES AND
CORPORATIONS

BL - ALASKA BUSINESS LICENSES ISSUED, IN THOUSANDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, UNPUBLISHED DATA

BPLMF - NUMBER OF LARGE MULTIPLE (5+) FAMILY DWELLING UNITS
INCLUDED IN BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED IN 16 URBAN AREAS OF
ALASKA, IN UNITS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
ANCHORAGE AREA OFFICE

BPMF9 - NUMBER OF MULTIPLE FAMILY UNITS INCLUDED IN BUILDING
PERMITS ISSUED IN 16 URBAN AREAS OF ALASKA, IN UNITS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
ANCHORAGE AREA OFFICE

BPMH - NUMBER OF MOBILE HOMES INCLUDED IN BUILDING PERMITS
ISSUED IN 16 URBAN AREAS OF ALASKA, IN UNITS (1970-77
ARE PARTIAL COUNTS, 1978 FORWARD ARE COMPLETE)
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
ANCHORAGE AREA OFFICE

BPSF - NUMBER OF SINGLE-FAMILY DWELLING UNITS INCLUDED IN
BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED IN 16 URBAN AREAS OF ALASKA, IN
UNITS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
ANCHORAGE AREA OFFICE
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BPSMF - Number of small multiple (2 to 4) family dwelling units included in building permits issued in 16 urban areas of Alaska, in units
Source: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, Anchorage Area Office

BP99 - Total number of family dwelling units included in building permits issued in 16 urban areas of Alaska, in units (1970-77 data include a partial count of mobile homes while data for 1978 forward is complete)
Source: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, Anchorage Area Office

FEXCAP - Prime contract awards, in millions of dollars (Note: 1984 and 1985 values are for the fiscal year not calendar year.)
Source: U.S. Dept. of Defense, Prime Contract Awards By State

GR - Gross business receipts, in millions of current dollars
Source: AK. Annual Financial Report
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TOURIST | Number of tourist visitors to Alaska (total minus business-only visitors), in thousands.
| VALAG | Value of agriculture production (i.e., items produced, but not necessarily sold), in millions of dollars. Note: excludes commodities such as goats, foxes, rabbits, reindeer, forest products, and greenhouse-grown products. Source: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Alaska Crop and Livestock Reporting Service. |
| VALF.B | Value of miscellaneous finfish catch (other than salmon or halibut) landed in Alaska (prices paid fishermen), consists primarily of herring roe and cod, and does not include groundfish caught in Alaskan waters by foreign vessels), in millions of dollars. Source: AK. Dept. of Fish and Game, Division of Commercial Fisheries. |
| VALF.H | Value of halibut catch landed in Alaska (prices paid fishermen), (includes halibut caught in Canadian waters), in millions of dollars. Source: AK. Dept. of Fish and Game, Division of Commercial Fisheries. |
| VALF.OT | Value of other finfish catch (all finfish except salmon) landed in Alaska (prices paid fishermen), in millions of dollars. Source: AK. Dept. of Fish and Game, Division of Commercial Fisheries. |
| VALF.SA | Value of salmon catch landed in Alaska (prices paid fishermen), in millions of dollars. Source: AK. Dept. of Fish and Game, Division of Commercial Fisheries. |
| VALF.SH | Value of shellfish catch landed in Alaska (prices paid fishermen), in millions of dollars. Source: AK. Dept. of Fish and Game, Division of Commercial Fisheries. |
| VALF9 | Total value of fish landed in Alaska, in millions of dollars. Source: \( VALF9 = VALF.SA + VALF.SH + VALF.OT \). |
VALM.C - VALUE OF COAL PRODUCTION, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

VALM.GR - VALUE OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS PRODUCTION, IN MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

VALM.OT - VALUE OF OTHER HARD MINERAL PRODUCTION (EXCLUDING COAL
AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS), IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

VALMINE - VALUE OF TOTAL MINERAL PRODUCTION, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: VALMINE=VALM.C+VALM.GR+VALM.OT

VALP.G - VALUE OF MARKETED NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION, IN MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS. NOTE: MARKETED PRODUCTION REPRESENTS GROSS
WITHDRAWALS LESS GAS USED FOR REPRESSURING AND QUANTITIES
VENTED AND FLARED. VALP.G = VOLP.G * PWP.G.
SOURCE: BASIC PETROLEUM DATA BOOK, 1983, EXCEPT FOR
1982 AND 1983 FIGURES, WHICH ARE FROM ALASKA OIL AND
GAS CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND VALUES REFLECT TOTAL
CASINGHEAD GAS AND DRY GAS PRODUCTION NET OF INJECTION

VALP.O - VALUE OF OIL PRODUCTION (INCLUDES LEASE CONDENSATE), IN
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS. VALP.O = VOLP.O*PWP.O.
AND 1983 ESTIMATED FROM WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF STATE
ROYALTY PRICES FOR NORTH SLOPE AND COOK INLET REGIONS

VALP9 - VALUE OF OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: VALP9=VALP.O+VALP.G

VALT9 - VALUE OF TIMBER HARVESTED, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

VOLF.B - VOLUME OF MISCELLANEOUS FINFISH CATCH (OTHER THAN SALMON
OR HALIBUT) LANDED IN ALASKA, (CONSISTS PRIMARILY OF
HERRING ROE AND COD AND DOES NOT INCLUDE GROUNDFISH
CAUGHT IN ALASKAN WATERS BY FOREIGN VESSELS), IN MILLIONS
OF POUNDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF FISH AND GAME, DIVISION OF
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

VOLF.H - VOLUME OF HALIBUT CATCH LANDED IN ALASKA (INCLUDES
HALIBUT CAUGHT IN CANADIAN WATERS), IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF FISH AND GAME, DIVISION OF
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES
VOLF.OT - VOLUME OF OTHER PINFISH CATCH (ALL PINFISH EXCEPT SALMON) LANDED IN ALASKA, IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF FISH AND GAME, DIVISION OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

VOLF.SA - VOLUME OF SALMON CATCH LANDED IN ALASKA, IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF FISH AND GAME, DIVISION OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

VOLF.SH - VOLUME OF SHELLFISH CATCH LANDED IN ALASKA, IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF FISH AND GAME, DIVISION OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

VOLF9 - VOLUME OF TOTAL SEAFOOD CATCH LANDED IN ALASKA, IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS
SOURCE: VOLF9 = VOLF.SA + VOLF.SH + VOLF.OT

VOLM.C - VOLUME OF COAL MINED, IN MILLIONS OF TONS
SOURCE: ALASKA DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

VOLP.C - AKRAWL2VOLP.C = COMPACT(AKRAM5VOLP.GNS+AKRAM5VOLP.GCI,-1,1)

VOLP.O - AKRAWL2VOLP.O = COMPACT(AKRAM5VOLP.ONS+AKRAM5VOLP.OCI,-1,1)

VOLT.NF - VOLUME OF TIMBER HARVESTED FROM NATIONAL FORESTS, IN MILLIONS OF BOARD FEET
SOURCE: U.S. FOREST SERVICE, PRODUCTION, PRICES, EMPLOYMENT, AND TRADE IN NORTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES

VOLT.OT - VOLUME OF TIMBER HARVESTED FROM FORESTS OTHER THAN NATIONAL FORESTS, IN MILLIONS OF BOARD FEET
SOURCES: U.S. FOREST SERVICE, PRODUCTION, PRICES, EMPLOYMENT, AND TRADE IN NORTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES, JAY GRUENFELD, ALASKA FOREST MARKET REPORT

VOLT9 - VOLUME OF TOTAL TIMBER HARVEST, IN MILLIONS OF BOARD FEET
SOURCE: VOLT9 = VOLT.NF + VOLT.OT

XPTFISH - EXPORTS OF FISH PRODUCTS TO ALL COUNTRIES, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, ANCHORAGE DISTRICT OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, DATA COLLECTED FROM REPORT NO. EM563 (MONTHLY)
XPTFOR - EXPORTS OF FOREST PRODUCTS TO ALL COUNTRIES, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, ANCHORAGE DISTRICT OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, DATA COLLECTED FROM REPORT NO. EM563 (MONTHLY)

XPTNGP - EXPORTS OF NATURAL GAS AND NATURAL GAS PRODUCTS TO ALL COUNTRIES, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, ANCHORAGE DISTRICT OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, DATA COLLECTED FROM REPORT NO. EM563 (MONTHLY)

XPTOT - EXPORTS OF OTHER PRODUCTS TO ALL COUNTRIES, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, ANCHORAGE DISTRICT OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, DATA COLLECTED FROM REPORT NO. EM563 (MONTHLY)

XPT99 - EXPORTS, TOTAL, TO ALL COUNTRIES, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, ANCHORAGE DISTRICT OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, DATA COLLECTED FROM REPORT NO. EM563 (MONTHLY)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPFCON1 - Permanent Fund: Revenues from Earnings (Net of Transfers to General Fund) and Petroleum, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: EXPFCON1=RSIPPF1+RP7SPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R99S - State Revenues: General Plus Permanent Fund Revenues, Total Excluding State Contributions to Alaska Native Claims Settlement Fund, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: R99S=RSGF+RP7SPF+RSIPPF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMISRES - State Revenues: General Fund Restricted Revenues, Miscellaneous, in millions of current dollars (Note: Negative Values Reflect Reporting Differences in AK. Annual Financial Report in Early Years)</td>
<td>Source: RMISRES=RSFRA-E-XINREC-RSFBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROFOS - State Revenues: Nonauto Licenses and Fees, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: ROFOS=RFTS-ROFAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP7S - State Revenues: Petroleum Bonus and Royalty Income, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>Source: RP7S=RPBS+RPRY+RPDFNPX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP7SPF</td>
<td>PERMANENT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PETROLEUM REVENUES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP9S</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: PETROLEUM RELATED REVENUES, TOTAL, EXCLUDING CONSERVATION TAX, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP9SGF</td>
<td>GENERAL FUND PETROLEUM REVENUES, IN MILLION OF CURRENT DOLLARS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP9X</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: MISCELLANEOUS PETROLEUM REVENUES (THE RESERVES TAX OF 1976-77), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBS</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: OIL AND GAS BONUS PAYMENTS TO THE STATE (BEFORE PERMANENT FUND DEDUCTIONS), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBSGF</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: OIL AND GAS BONUS PAYMENTS TO THE STATE GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPEN</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: PETROLEUM RENTS (BEFORE PERMANENT FUND AND ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT DEDUCTIONS), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPENGF</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: PETROLEUM RENT PAYMENTS TO THE STATE GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPPS</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: OIL AND GAS PROPERTY TAX, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPRY</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: PETROLEUM ROYALTIES (BEFORE PERMANENT FUND AND ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT DEDUCTIONS), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPRYGF</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: PETROLEUM ROYALTIES PAID TO THE STATE GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPTS</td>
<td>STATE REVENUES: OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION TAXES (CONSERVATION TAX NOT INCLUDED), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RSEN - TOTAL REVENUES—ENDOGENOUS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: RSEN=R99S-RP9S-RSFDN-RSI99+SANCSA

RSENGF - GENERAL FUND UNRESTRICTED REVENUES—ENDOGENOUS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: RSENGF=RSGFBM-RP9SGF-RSIN+SANCSA

RSENT - ENTERPRISE FUND REVENUES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: REVENUE SOURCES

RSFdn - STATE REVENUES: FEDERAL GRANTS-IN-AID TO GENERAL FUND (RESTRICTED), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RSFDNX - STATE REVENUES: SHARED FEDERAL MINERAL RENTS AND ROYALTIES BEFORE PERMANENT FUND DEDUCTION—PRIMARILY PETROLEUM (AFTER 1977, FEDERAL SHARED REVENUES), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RSFDN PXG - STATE REVENUES: SHARED FEDERAL MINERAL RENTS AND ROYALTIES PAID TO THE STATE GENERAL FUND—PRIMARILY PETROLEUM (AFTER 1977, FEDERAL SHARED REVENUES), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RSFS - STATE REVENUES: SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS EXCLUDING THE PERMANENT FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RSGF - STATE REVENUES: GENERAL FUND, TOTAL (RESTRICTED AND UNRESTRICTED), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: RSGF=RSGFBM+RSFDN+RMISRES

RSFS - STATE REVENUES: SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS EXCLUDING THE PERMANENT FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RSGF.AFR - STATE REVENUES: GENERAL FUND—TOTAL (RESTRICTED AND UNRESTRICTED), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RSGFBM - STATE REVENUES: UNRESTRICTED GENERAL FUND, EXCLUDING REGULAR PERMANENT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS AND ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT PAYMENTS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RSGFBM.A - STATE REVENUES: GENERAL FUND, UNRESTRICTED REVENUES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
RSFRS.A - STATE REVENUES: GENERAL FUND, RESTRICTED REVENUES (FOR SOME YEARS ESTIMATED AS THE SUM OF FEDERAL AND OTHER PROGRAM AUGMENTATION PLUS, STARTING IN 1971, INTERAGENCY RECEIPTS), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RSl99 - STATE REVENUES: TOTAL FUND EARNINGS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: RSl99 = RSlG + RSlP + RSlD

RSlAS - STATE REVENUES: INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ENTERPRISE FUND RECEIPTS (INCLUDING INTEREST REVENUES AND GRANTS FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RSlG - STATE REVENUES: GENERAL FUND EARNINGS DEPOSITED IN THE GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: RSlG = RSlN - RSlPGF

RSlN - STATE REVENUES: TOTAL INVESTMENT EARNINGS DEPOSITED INTO THE GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RSlPGF - STATE REVENUES: PERMANENT FUND EARNINGS TRANSFERRED TO GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RSlPFF1 - PERMANENT FUND: EARNINGS NET OF TRANSFERS TO THE GENERAL FUND
SOURCE: RSlPFF1 = RSlP - RSlPGF

RTAS - STATE REVENUES: ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE TAX, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS

RTBS - STATE REVENUES: GROSS RECEIPTS TAX (BUSINESS LICENSE TAX), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS

RTCIS - STATE REVENUES: CIGARETTE TAX RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (NOTE: THROUGH 1980, SUM OF GENERAL FUND AND TOBACCO FUND RECEIPTS, AFTER 1980, ONLY GENERAL FUND PORTION)

RTC81 - CORPORATE INCOME TAX, EXCLUDING PETROLEUM SECTOR, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
RTCSPX - STATE REVENUES: SPECIAL OIL AND GAS CORPORATE INCOME TAX, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RTFISH - STATE REVENUES: COMMERCIAL FISH TAXES--INCLUDING SEAFOOD MARKETING AND SALMON ENHANCEMENT (THIS IS A COMPONENT OF OTHER TAXES) IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RTIS - STATE REVENUES: ALASKA PERSONAL INCOME TAX, ON A FISCAL YEAR BASIS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (NOTE: THE TAX REPEAL BECAME EFFECTIVE IN FY80 AND WAS MADE RETROACTIVE TO 1/1/79)
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RTFISH - STATE REVENUES: COMMERCIAL FISH TAXES--INCLUDING SEAFOOD MARKETING AND SALMON ENHANCEMENT (THIS IS A COMPONENT OF OTHER TAXES) IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RTISC - ALASKA PERSONAL INCOME TAX: CALENDAR YEAR RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (NOTE: THE TAX REPEAL BECAME EFFECTIVE IN CY80 AND WAS MADE RETROACTIVE TO JAN 1, 1979)
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, MONTHLY CUMULATIVE SUMMARY OF REVENUE

RTMF - STATE REVENUES: HIGHWAY, AVIATION, AND MARINE FUEL TAXES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS

RTOTS - STATE REVENUES: OTHER TAXES (FIDUCIARY INCOME, INHERITANCE, ESTATE, NONPETROLEUM SEVERANCE AND MINING, PETROLEUM CONSERVATION, PREPAID, AND FISH TAXES), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

RTSS - STATE REVENUES: SCHOOL TAX, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (NOTE: TAX WAS ELIMINATED IN 1981)

RTVS - STATE REVENUES: AD VALOREM TAXES--INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX AND ELECTRIC AND TELEPHONE COOP. TAX (OTHER GROSS RECEIPTS IN "REVENUE SOURCES"), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SANCSA - STATE OF ALASKA PAYMENTS TO ALASKA NATIVES UNDER ANCMA SINCE 1978, BUT NOT INCLUDING SPECIAL APPROPRIATION OF $292.6 MILLION AT THE END OF FY 1980 TO PAY OFF OBLIGATION, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS

SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES
| EXbud | State operating expenditures and encumbrances, including debt service—total associated with current year budget, all funds (before 1976, University of Alaska non-general fund expenditures not included. Before 1971, not consistent with EXOPS since funds encumbered but not spent were not counted—see M.J. Scott, State budget materials), in millions of current dollars | Source: AK. Executive budget |
| EXbudcf | State operating expenditures and encumbrances, including debt service—total associated with current year budget, general fund, in millions of current dollars | Source: AK. Executive budget |
| EXcap | State capital expenditures, total, in millions of current dollars | Source: EXcap=Excfcap+Excps |
| EXcapot | State capital expenditures net of highway and nonhighway capital goods purchase, in millions of current dollars | Source: EXcapot=EXcap-EXhcap-EXnhc cap |
| EXCDS | State operating expenditures and encumbrances for development associated with current year budget, excluding debt service, in millions of current dollars | Source: AK. Executive budget |
| EXCDSnt | State operating expenditures for development excluding transfers to local governments, in millions of current dollars | Source: EXCDSnt=EXCDS-RLTT9-RLTRS |
| EXCPs | State capital expenditures from capital projects funds, total, in millions of current dollars | Source: AK. Annual financial report |
| EXCPsfed | State capital expenditures from capital projects funds—financed by federal grants and miscellaneous revenue sources, in millions of current dollars | Source: AK. Annual financial report |
| EXCPsgob | State capital expenditures: projects financed by general obligation bonds, in millions of current dollars | Source: EXCPsgob=EXCPs-EXCPsfed |
EXCPH - STATE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FROM CAPITAL PROJECTS FUNDS--HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (NOTE: AFTER 1970, INCLUDES CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND FOR FERRIES)
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXCPSNH - STATE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FROM CAPITAL PROJECTS FUNDS--NONHIGHWAY EXPENDITURES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXDSS - STATE EXPENDITURES ON DEBT SERVICE TO RETIRE GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDED DEBT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXDSS9 - STATE EXPENDITURES ON DEBT SERVICE INCLUDING GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDED DEBT PLUS OTHER DEBT APPEARING IN THE STATE BUDGET (BUT NOT INCLUDING PAYMENTS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT FOR RETIREMENT OF SCHOOL DEBT), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXEDS - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR EDUCATION ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, AND EXCLUDING UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA NON-GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES (INCLUDES PAYMENTS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FOR RETIREMENT OF SCHOOL DEBT), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXEDSNT - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION EXCLUDING TRANSFERS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: EXEDSNT=EXEDS-RLTE99

EXGF.AFR - STATE OPERATING AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES RELATED TO CURRENT YEAR PROGRAMS (EXCLUDING TRANSFERS OUT AND EXPENDITURES RELATED TO PRIOR YEAR BUDGETS) (BEFORE 1982, INCLUDES EXPENDITURES RELATED TO PRIOR YEAR PROGRAMS), FROM GENERAL FUND (RESTRICTED AND UNRESTRICTED), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXGFCAP - STATE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FROM GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS (RECENT YEARS INCLUDE SUCH ITEMS AS NATIVE LAND CLAIMS PAYMENT, RAINY DAY ACCOUNT CONTRIBUTION, VARIOUS LOAN PROGRAMS, AND MUNICIPAL GRANTS).
SOURCE: ALASKA ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXGFCAP1 - STATE GENERAL FUND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR TRADITIONAL CAPITAL ITEMS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: EXGFCAP1=EXGFCAP-EXGFCOT
EXGFCHY - STATE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FROM GENERAL FUND--HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC FACILITIES' TRANSPORTATION BUDGET)
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXGFCHY - STATE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FROM GENERAL FUND--NONHIGHWAY EXPENDITURES FOR TRADITIONAL CAPITAL GOODS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXGFCHY - STATE GENERAL FUND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES NET OF HIGHWAY AND NONHIGHWAY CAPITAL GOODS PURCHASE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY

EXGFCHY - GENERAL FUND OPERATING EXPENDITURES RELATED TO CURRENT YEAR PROGRAMS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS.
SOURCE: EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY

EXGFCHY - GENERAL FUND OPERATING EXPENDITURES RELATED TO CURRENT YEAR PROGRAMS NET OF DEBT SERVICE AND EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS.
SOURCE: EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY

EXGFCHY - GENERAL FUND OPERATING EXPENDITURES FOR EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS--PF APPROPRIATIONS, PF DIVIDENDS, MUNICIPAL AID, AHFC MORTGAGE PURCHASE, PIT REFUND, ETC., IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS.
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXGFCHY - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXGFCHY - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR HEALTH ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXGFCHY - STATE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR HIGHWAYS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY-EXGFCHY

EXGFCHY - STATE INTERAGENCY RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

EXGFCHY - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET
EXNHYCP - STATE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES—NONHIGHWAY CAPITAL PROJECTS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: EXNHYCP=EXGFCHH+EXCPSNH

EXNRS - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXOPS - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES—TOTAL ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE AND UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA NON-GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPPS - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR PUBLIC PROTECTION ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPR99 - TOTAL STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE:EXPR99=EXPRCDS+EXPRD51+EXPRGGS+EXPRHES+EXPRJUS+EXPRNRS+EXPRPSS+EXPRSS+EXPRTRS+EXPRUA

EXPRCDS - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR DEVELOPMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRD51 - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION, EXCLUDING PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA (INCLUDES STATE OPERATED SCHOOLS THROUGH 1975), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRGGS - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRHES - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR HEALTH, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRJUS - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRNRS - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
   SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET
EXPRPPS - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR PUBLIC PROTECTION, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRSSS - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR SOCIAL SERVICES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRTRS - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC FACILITIES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXPRUA - STATE PERSONAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES FOR UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA (NOT AVAILABLE BEFORE 1971), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXSSS - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR SOCIAL SERVICES ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXTRNS - STATE PERMANENT FUND DISTRIBUTIONS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: REVENUE SOURCES

EXTRNSX - PERMANENT FUND DIVIDEND PAYMENTS FUNDED THRU THE GENERAL FUND, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXTRS - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC FACILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

EXUA - STATE OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT YEAR BUDGET, EXCLUDING DEBT SERVICE (BEFORE 1976, RESTRICTED FUNDS, I.E., NON-GENERAL FUNDS NOT INCLUDED), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 15 Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALGFAFA</strong> - General Fund: Available Fund Equity (Available for Appropriations (Current Operations) and Restricted), in Millions of Current Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALGFUNA</strong> - General Fund: Balance Unavailable for Appropriations (Reserves and Liabilities), in Millions of Current Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALGF9</strong> - General Fund at Year End: Total of Liabilities, Reserves, and Equity, in Millions of Current Dollars (Prior to 1970, the General Fund Included &quot;Appropriated Federal Matching and Other Funding,&quot; Which Has Been Netted Out of This Series)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALHF9</strong> - State Equity in AHFC (Before 1981, the Fiscal Year Began December 1), in Millions of Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALIF9</strong> - State Equity in AIDA, in Millions of Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALPF</strong> - Total Equity in State Permanent Fund at Year End (Excluding Amount Due to Other Funds), in Millions of Current Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALPFCON</strong> - Permanent Fund Contributed Equity, in Millions of Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BALPFUND</strong> - Permanent Fund: Reserve (Undistributed Income Account), in Millions of Current Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DF.RSP</strong> - Present Value of State Share of Sadlerochit Oil in the Ground at End of Fiscal Year (Discounted at 3%), in Millions of Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXGFRES</strong> - General Fund Reserve for Encumbrances and Continuing Programs at Year's End, in Millions of Current Dollars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXPFCN9. - PERMANENT FUND: TOTAL INCOME BEFORE DEDUCTIONS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. PERMANENT FUND CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT

EXPFCON. - PERMANENT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS NET OF TRANSFERS OUT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. PERMANENT FUND CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT

EXPFCONX - STATE PERMANENT FUND CONTRIBUTION IN EXCESS OF CONSTITUTIONALLY MANDATED AMOUNT, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF REVENUE, REVENUE SOURCES

Godt - STATE GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDED DEBT OUTSTANDING, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

Godtpai - STATE GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDED DEBT LIABILITY (INCLUDING BOTH PRINCIPAL AND SCHEDULED INTEREST PAYMENTS), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

GODTREV1 - STATE REVENUE BONDS OUTSTANDING (BEFORE 1973 ONLY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT REVENUE BONDS), IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

GODTREV2 - STATE BONDS BASED ON STATE APPROPRIATIONS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

P.EXTRNS - PERMANENT FUND DIVIDEND PER CAPITA, IN DOLLARS
SOURCE: PERMANENT FUND CORPORATION

RP7SPF. - PERMANENT FUND: PETROLEUM AND OTHER RESOURCE REVENUES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RSBM.EXD - STATE REVENUES: DEBT SERVICE AS A PROPORTION OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: RSBM.EXD=EXDSS/RSGFBM

RSIP.AFR - STATE REVENUES: PERMANENT FUND EARNINGS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RSIPTRAN - PERMANENT FUND: EARNINGS TRANSFERRED OUT OF THE PERMANENT FUND TO GENERAL AND DIVIDEND FUNDS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
TABLE 16 NOTES

DF.BALPC - DF.BALPC = BALPFCON*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.R99S  - DF.R99S = R99S*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RP9S  - DF.RP9S = RP9S*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RP9SG - DF.RP9SG = RP9SGF*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RSEN  - DF.RSEN = RSEN*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RSENG - DF.RSENG = RSENGF*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RSFDN - DF.RSFDN = RSFDN*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RSGFB - DF.RSGFB = RSGFBM*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RSIN  - DF.RSIN = RSIN*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.RSI99 - DF.RSI99 = RSI99*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XDSS  - DF.XDSS = EXDSS*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XGFC1 - DF.XGFC1 = EXGFCAP1*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XGFCa - DF.XGFCa = EXGFCAP*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XGFCO - DF.XGFCO = EXGFCOT*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XGF.A - DF.XGF.A = EXGF.AFR*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XGFOP - DF.XGFOP = EXGFOP.A*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XGFOT - DF.XGFOT = EXGFOT.A*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XGFOX - DF.XGFOX = EXGFOX.A*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.XPFCON - DF.XPFCON = EXPFCON1*(275.4/PDANCPI)
DF.BALPF - DF.BALPF = BALPF*(275.4/PDANCPI)/(POP/1000)
DF.RP9SG - DF.RP9SG = RP9SGF*(275.4/PDANCPI)/(POP/1000)
DF.RSENG - DF.RSENG = RSENGF*(275.4/PDANCPI)/(POP/1000)
DF.RSGFB - DF.RSGFB = RSGFBM*(275.4/PDANCPI)/(POP/1000)
DF.RSIN  - DF.RSIN = RSIN*(275.4/PDANCPI)/(POP/1000)
RS.FED - FEDERAL TRANSFERS AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL REVENUES OF
THE GENERAL AND PERMANENT FUNDS
SOURCE: RS.FED=(RSFDN/R99S)*100

RS.RP9S - PETROLEUM REVENUES AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL REVENUES OF
THE GENERAL AND PERMANENT FUNDS
SOURCE: RS.RP9S=(RP9S/R99S)*100

RS.RSEn - ENDOGENOUS REVENUES AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL REVENUES OF
THE GENERAL AND PERMANENT FUNDS
SOURCE: RS.RSEn=(RSEn/R99S)*100

RS.RSiN - INVESTMENT EARNINGS AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL REVENUES OF
THE GENERAL AND PERMANENT FUNDS
SOURCE: RS.RSiN=(RSiN/R99S)*100

RSBM.B99 - INVESTMENT EARNINGS AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL GENERAL FUND
UNRESTRICTED REVENUES
SOURCE: RSBM.B99=((RSiG+RSiD+RSiPGF)/RSFGFM)*100

RSBM.REn - ENDOGENOUS REVENUES AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL GENERAL FUND
UNRESTRICTED REVENUES
SOURCE: RSBM.REn=(RSEnG/RSFGFM)*100

RSBM.RP9 - PETROLEUM REVENUES AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL GENERAL FUND
UNRESTRICTED REVENUES
SOURCE: RSBM.RP9=(RP9SGF/RSFGFM)*100
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EL99</td>
<td>Local government capital and operating expenditures—total, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Governmental Finances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELBD</td>
<td>Local government interest paid on general debt, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Governmental Finances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELCP9</td>
<td>Local government capital expenditures, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Governmental Finances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELED</td>
<td>Local government education expenditures, capital and operating (funded from all sources), in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Governmental Finances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELED1</td>
<td>Local government expenditures for education not funded by education transfers from the state, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>ELED1=ELED-RLTE.DOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELNED1</td>
<td>Local government expenditures excluding expenditures for education and debt service, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>ELNED1=ELNED-ELBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELPERS</td>
<td>Local government expenditures for personal services, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Governmental Finances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOBONDL</td>
<td>Local government general obligation bonded indebtedness, in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>AK. Dept. of Community and Regional Affairs, Alaska Taxable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPTB</td>
<td>Local Revenues: assessed value of real and personal property (Alaska Statute 29.53 — not full value), in millions of current dollars</td>
<td>AK. Dept. of Community and Regional Affairs, Alaska Taxable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPTB.P</td>
<td>Assessed value of personal property (as 29.53) in millions of dollars (does not include boats and vessels, 1966-70)</td>
<td>AK. Dept. of Community and Regional Affairs, Alaska Taxable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LPTB.PEP - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED PERSONAL PROPERTY VALUE, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTB.R - ASSESSED VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY (AS 29.53), IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTB.REC - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED COMMERCIAL PROPERTY VALUE, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTB.RER - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY VALUE, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTB.REV - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED VACANT PROPERTY VALUE, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTBF.P - FULL VALUE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTBF.R - FULL VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTBP9 - FULL VALUE DETERMINATION OF PETROLEUM PROPERTY WITHIN LOCAL JURISDICTIONS
SOURCE: LPTBP9=PTBP9-PTBP9.UN

LPTB1FV - FULL VALUE OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY (AS 29.53) IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

LPTB9 - TOTAL LOCAL ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUE
SOURCE: LPTB9=LPTBP9+LPTB

LPTB9.E - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUE, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE
LPTB9FV - FULL VALUE DETERMINATION OF ALL PROPERTY WITHIN LOCAL JURISDICTIONS
SOURCE: LPTB9FV = LPTB1FV + LPTBP9

PPVAL - FULL VALUE DETERMINATION, ALL PROPERTY, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

PTBP9 - STATE REVENUES: FULL VALUE OF PETROLEUM PROPERTY, INCLUDING UNORGANIZED BOROUGH (AK. STATUTE AS 43.56), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

PTBP9.UN - FULL VALUE OF PETROLEUM PROPERTY IN THE UNORGANIZED BOROUGH, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

RLMC - LOCAL REVENUES: CHARGES AND MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES

RLOT - LOCAL REVENUES: TAXES (EXCLUDING PROPERTY TAXES), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES

RLPT - LOCAL REVENUES: PROPERTY TAXES, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES

RLPT.EC - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED COMMERCIAL PROPERTY TAX RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

RLPT.EP - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

RLPT.EPT - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED PETROLEUM PROPERTY TAX RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

RLPT.ER - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY TAX RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS. (AFTER 1984, INCLUDES COMMERCIAL, PERSONAL AND VACANT PROPERTY.)
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE
RLPT.EV - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED RESIDENTIAL VACANT PROPERTY TAX RECEIPTS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS, ALASKA TAXABLE

RLPT9.E - LOCAL GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED TOTAL PROPERTY TAX RECEIPTS.

RLT9.DOC - LOCAL REVENUES: TRANSFERS FROM STATE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS--TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES

RLTE.DOC - LOCAL REVENUES: TRANSFERS FROM STATE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FOR EDUCATION, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES

RLTEA - STATE AID AND SHARED REVENUE TO DISTRICT SCHOOLS--TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT, STATISTICAL SUMMARY

RLTEB - LOCAL REVENUES: TRANSFERS FROM STATE TO LOCAL, NON-DISTRICT SCHOOLS, FOR EDUCATION, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS (NOTE: NEGATIVE VALUES REFLECT CONSTRUCTION OF THIS DATA SERIES FROM TWO DIFFERENT SOURCES.)
SOURCE: RLTEB=RLTE.DOC-RLTEA

RLTEC - STATE AID TO DISTRICT SCHOOLS--CIGARETTE TAX TRANSFER PROGRAM, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT, STATISTICAL SUMMARY

RLTEF - STATE AID TO DISTRICT SCHOOLS--SCHOOL FOUNDATION TRANSFER PROGRAMS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT, STATISTICAL SUMMARY

RLTEO - LOCAL REVENUES: TRANSFERS FROM STATE TO LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS EXCLUDING FOUNDATION, CIGARETTE, AND TRANSPORTATION AID, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: RLTEO=RLTEA-RLTEC-RLTEF-RLTET

RLTET - STATE AID TO DISTRICT SCHOOLS--TRANSPORTATION AID, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT, STATISTICAL SUMMARY

RLTF - LOCAL REVENUES: TRANSFERS FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES
RLTMA - STATE-LOCAL TRANSFERS--MUNICIPAL ASSISTANCE (REPLACED SHARED TAXES--BUSINESS LICENSE TAXES IN 1979 AS A PORTION OF THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

RLTMCAP - CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR MUNICIPAL CAPITAL GRANTS, IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

RLTMS - LOCAL REVENUES: TRANSFERS FROM STATE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FROM MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAMS, EXCLUDING REVENUE SHARING AND EDUCATION, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS

RLTRS - STATE-LOCAL REVENUE SHARING, TOTAL, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

RLTT9 - STATE-LOCAL SHARED TAXES--TOTAL (INCLUDES BUSINESS LICENSE TAX (LATER MUNICIPAL ASSISTANCE), ELECTRIC AND TELEPHONE COOP. TAX, AS WELL AS AMUSEMENT, AVIATION, LIQUOR, AND FISHERIES TAXES), IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: AK. EXECUTIVE BUDGET

RL99 - LOCAL REVENUES: GENERAL REVENUES FROM OWN SOURCES AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFERS, IN MILLIONS OF CURRENT DOLLARS
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES